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SECTION II - SERVICE DESCRIPTIONS continued 
 
2.5 SERVICE OPTIONS continued 
 

2.5.20 Signature Plus 
 
Signature Plus is a long distance service which provides Customers with single per 
minute rates for both their inbound (8XX) and outbound (1+) switched usage. 
 
Signature Plus switched calls are non-distance sensitive, flat-rated, twenty-four (24) 
hours a day, seven days a week. 
 
Customers may subscribe to Signature Plus switched service on either a Month-to-
Month, one, two or three year Term Plan.  The Customer’s total monthly usage of 
Signature Plus is charged at the applicable per minute rates set forth in this tariff. (T) 
Signature Plus switched inbound (8XX) and outbound service is billed in six-second 
increments, with an eighteen-second minimum for each call.  Any fraction of an 
increment is rounded up to the next whole increment.  Subscribers to Signature Plus 
Month-to-Month service may be eligible to receive a discount off the switched base 
rate.  Applicable discounts are based on total monthly (domestic) usage for the 
respective switched service.  All discount credits will be applied against the 
customer’s interstate usage.  Applicable discounts are set forth in this tariff. (T) 
Subscribers to Signature Plus Term Plan services will receive a percent discount off 
the switched Term Plan base rate, based on the Term Plan selected.  The Minimum 
Monthly Usage Commitment (MMUC) and applicable discounts are specified in this (T) 
tariff. 
 
Customers may subscribe to Signature Plus Dedicated service on either a  one, two 
or, three year Term Plan.  The Customer’s total monthly usage of Signature Plus 
service is charged at the applicable per minute rates set forth in this tariff.  Signature (T) 
Plus Dedicated inbound (8XX) and outbound (1+) service is billed in six second 
increments, with a six second minimum for each call.  Any fraction of an increment is 
rounded up to the next whole increment.  There is a Monthly Minimum Usage Charge 
(MMUC) associated with the Signature Plus Dedicated Plans.   Applicable discounts 
are based on total monthly (domestic) usage for the respective dedicated service.  All 
discount credits will be applied against the customer’s interstate usage. 
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